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1)('Ill'lI\'!' ilirorlll"d it' l"I'cd "n maintcnnnce ,!lId opportunity cost indices in both
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Introduction

In recent venrs, concerns about controlling manufacturing system cost (Ji et al., 2007;
Qi, 20(7), quality (Mohania et al., 200o, 2U(7), cycle time, profitability (Guo et al.,
20(J7), reliability and tile need to become world-class companies are major worldwide

issues among manufacturing executives (Leou, 2006; Mohanta et al., 20(4). These issues
arc crucial in thc enhancement of organisation's compctitivcucss, survival and growth,
and are provoking interests of scientists and researchers in maintenance and operations.
In order to achieve business excellence, organisations are adopting various improvement
methodologies such as cost reduction (Nakamura and Zhang, 20U5; Quan et al., 20(7),
business process rcengincering, total quality management, etc., which have forced many
business organisations to look within on how to improve business efficiency and
effectiveness (Dnhal and Chakpitak, 2007; Kim et al., 20():i; Zhou et al., 2007).

For large orgauisutions, tile locus is usually on improving maintenance activities
such that minimum amounts of funds are expended. Since high costs are usually
incurred on breakdown maintenance, an economic approach widely urilised is the
implementation of preventive maintenance option (Cheung et al., 2004). Efforts are
directed towards implementing an effective maintenance schedule such that the overall
cost of maintenance is minimiscd. Unfortunately, the traditional approach in deriving
maintenance schedules for a fleet of facilities to minimisc maintenance alone may not
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II[acilit» maintenance scheduling model 425

address the problems of operation revenue losses and iuflation cost associated with
delays. Monitoring m.iinrcnance-related costs of delays and inflation are essential in
order to ensure all adequate running or the orgnnisaiional activities with the aim .of
obtaiuing optimum results. Thus, this work is aimed at developing a preventive
maintenance schedule lor a Ilect of faculties to simultaneously minimise preventive
maintenance, opportunity and inflation costs.

The focus of the work is to develop and apply an inflation-based framework for the
maintenance scheduling model that could be applied to facilities. To accomplish this
goal, the current work Ionuulntcs the cost function or the maintenance scheduling model
and superimposes thc infl.uiou and opportunity frameworks on it in order to capture
the Changes in the value or money that cannot he captured by Maintenance Cost (Me)
parameters alone. Specifically, the primary objectives pursued in this work arc
segmented into two parts:

to develop and proffer solution to the inflation-based maintenance scheduling
model lor Iacilitics to minimisc combined-maintenance, opportunity and
inflation cost

2 to compare the existing model and the inflation-based maintenance scheduling
solution.

2 Theoret ical lrumcwork

2. i Introduction

This section presents the theoretical formulation for the various functions developed in
this work Cor solving the preventive maintenance problem. Firstly, a schematic diagram
showing ;1 flow of steps carried out in achieving the stated objectives is shown in
Fiuure I. Thus, ligurc I begins with the concurrent formulation of the models 1-4. After
each of the problems has been formulated, computations of results are then made.

Many of thc notations utiliscd in this work are adapted from Charles-Owaba (2002),
with some additional notations that incorporate the frameworks of opportunity and
inflation costs. These notations arc:

i: indicates machine identity

j: indicates period

r: indicates number of times a machine visits fur preventive maintenance

1\1: total number or machines in maintenance: system

T: totul number or periods in planning horizon

0;: number of planned periods for machine i to operate soon after maintenance
at the rth visit

Q,: actual number of periods machine i operated soon after maintenance at the
rth visit

JJ,: the number or periods machine i stays in the system for maintenance during
the rth visit
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the number or periods machine i stays in the system for l11ain~ellance during
the rth visit

I··,. the period machine i arrives Ior maintenance at the .th visit

the period the mnintcnuncc 01" machine iwas completed

the number of periods machine i waited before being maintained

a binary Gauu charting variable defined as I if machine iwas actually
maintained in period), and 0, otherwise

the unit cost of' maintaining machine i at period) (includes non-productive
penalty cost)

total cost of maintcuancc for the M machines within '{'periods

maintenance cupaciry at period) (number or machines that can be
maintained ill period)

total number or visits machine i can make for maintenance within the time
horizon T

)I.:
• 'J

c:
'I

C:

A:
J

n;

total cost of muintcnancc,

The schcmnl ir diagram Ior the application Ilr opportunity and inflation cost
trnmcworks to lllaintCI1;1I1CCand operation scheduling
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II [aciliiv maintenance scheduling model 427

The upplicatiou ur till' trunsporuuion algorithm iucthodolugy involves translating the
objective tuncriou of 111illimisillg the product or the index that shows the state of a facility
an.I the al!,-ebraic sum of thc period in which it is considered and the arrival time of thc
various raci lit ics,

2.;) Fuuctioujonuulcuion

2.::.1 Mod«! I: th c I\lCjilllcli(}/1

Since the maintenance system has many inputs, an approach towards solving the
maintenance scheduling cost problem is to formulate a function that minirnises the
maintenance scheduling U)st subject to a number or constraints. Thus, mathematically,
tlK objective function i-;:

Minimisc

z (1)

s.l.

M

'\' v.. ::; II (capacity constraint)
~.I.f .1

;=1

(2)

an.]

"1

'\' vc.:»
,v

L II; (maintenance constraint) .(3)

Note that ", which rcprcscurs the Me is expressed in terms or Y'i' k, ami j which are the
state of the facility. ihc arrival time of the facility for maintenance at the dockyard,
g,lr~lge or when the equipment is brought to the workshop (i.e. k,), as well as i. which
represents the period tllat the analysis is carried out ill. The objective function of model I
is formulated in such :1 way that it has a component or Y;,' which is present in each of the
constrniut equations. L,,()king at the structure or this model, it resembles a transportation
problem which could be solved through modification of the original transportation
alj-oritlnn to incorporate the variations-in the problem. The expression above indicates
that the preventive maintenance scheduling problem of the facility is to rninimise the
M~=Ior all facilities. It is understood that Me changes over time. Obviously, the
more number 01" lucilities maintained, the higher the Me. The capacity constraint
states the limit or the number 01" facilities that thc garage, dockyard or workshop could
contain in the period 01' measurement. The maintenance constraint states the
period available for maintenance. Here, the required personnel to carry out the
maintenance arc available.

2.-?2 Model 2: tlic Ille (/1/(1 inflationfunction

As stated earlier, the cost or maintenance at different periods would be different since the
cost of inputs varies with time due to inflation. This inflation factor is now incorporated
in this formulation as an improvement over model formulation. The new formulation is
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the true cost which a maintenance planner could use in computing maintenance
scheduling cost since inflation is already taken care or. This model is formulated
as follows:

Objective function: minimise

(4)

s.l.

AI

'\' v.. ::; ;\. (cap.uity constraint)L...J.I.I 1

i~1

(recall (2»

and
7 tV

'\' \'..= '\' [J' (maintenance constraint)
~"I ~ I

l=' 1'=1

. (recall (3»

From the objective function, two components readily emerge: MC and inflation factor.
The interpretation or tile cost Ionuulation in the objective function is that maintenance
activities are carried out with inflation effect. Thus, the value obtained from this
computation may he different from what is obtained in model l. From this objective
function. the component that reflects MC is

AI N [ C ]
'I \' .. ' + k: + I~ ~ (1' -I,";) 'I (.I , )

while the inflation effect component of the expression is (I + a). This objective function
is formulated in such a w;IY that it incorporates the component of maintenance and
capacity constraints lrom the recalled Equations (2) and (3). This structure fits the
transportation algorithm in the traditional operations research literature and hence would
be used to solve the problem. However, in adapting the transportation algorithm, some
modifi ';Itilln~ :1Il' 111:111" III it sllch 111m II 1\1'\\' rulr It'I"\'i1111 III Iii,' 1t'ljitilt~tilt~l1l~ of
\1\.' \11:1\\1\\'11,\\\\1' "1 \ 1'\\\lI\\\~: \1:\\\11'1\1.11, \''''','1111',\ Ih'''' ;, \Il~\'\\'. \ 1'1 n:llli'k, \11 Ihe
traditional trnnsporuuion model, allocations or maximum possible units are made to cells
having minimum cost values for the period-dependent Me function. ;\ relaxation of this
principk- is made hy ;lilocating only one unit III' 111111(' tl) ('dls II:tvilig miniuuuu MC
values, 'I his () or I value assigned here indicates the statu~ uf the facility or either being
maintained or otherwise.

Ba. ically, the lTar.sPJrtz,iorl ?:igm';~.?:n ,",.;;'.Ii~~ '~H,'" ;u'llf rir ;if mmro:_ ifu:m:.
The data consists of period allocation along the ~ntaf axis MriIe :the v.ariom.
facilities are labelled ~ong the ~' ~tlbi-~~~'

fl1lJ,;/Wf! !7I;(Y( 'fry 1
, IIHie file lIr~¥lilf1es
based on the comparison of the.-:e.cost v .
for maintenance and. ~ tt ~ . L \H. lJlil1i111y, the minimum values along the
f:cr'zontai".or vertical columns are compared with the maximum, .

The differences in these values are then used for allocating maintenance or opel:atlOns
activities. This forms the first iteration. The second iteration is carried out while th<;,
columns or the rows that are fully assigned are to be omitted in the next allocation
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II [acilit» /I/(Ii/l/£'/lII/I('e ,I('hettI/ling model 429

The stage is to compute the overall idleness 01' the system and then the Me. Model 3 that
i~ described below sli).!htly differs from model 2 discussed in that it incorporates idle
tunc (i.c. opportunity cost) and Me into the model with the exception of inflation cost.

2..?3 Mode! J: /IIC maintenance and opportunity cost

Opportunity cost, which relates to operation revenue losses or Iucilitics due to idleness is
a vital cost that should also be incorporated into the maintenance scheduling cost
corupuuuion. Ir taken cure or, the maintenance crew tries to release facilities that may
incur high opportunity cost.

The model is minimisc

Z= ~.\I ~L~_ [".(,·-k +1)-(T-(r).+I))J}~~l('I'-k) ."., ~, ,,,....1 ,.1 \,
(5)

s.t

\/L .\"i ::; II} (capacity constraint)
;=1

(recall (2»

and
I ,Y

~ v.. = ~ Ii' (maintenance constraint)L"I Z: I

r=1 I I

(recall (3»)

The objective function here has components of the state of the facility (i.e. y,). which
may be in operation or otherwise. and a component of the idle time of the facility. This
idle time is measured as the difference between the total planned period for the
organisation (i.e. T), and the sum of actual number of periods that facility i operated soon
alter maintenance (i.c. Q.J. and the number of periods the facility stays in the system for
maintenance. Also. thi, objective function is formulated by taking into consideration the
capacity and maintenance constraints of recalled Equations (2) and (3).

2.2.-1 Model L: the maintenance, opportunitv cost
and injlotionjunction

The problem is to
Minimise

Z =fi Jl-('-I'(~,-) [Y,; (j - k, + I) - (T - (Q, + I, ))J(I + a)}
/=1 ,-I ",

(6)

s.t.

,II
Lr,}::; II} (capnciiy constraint)
;-1

(recall (2»)

T tV

~ v.. = ~ II (maintenance constraint)L.;. 'I ~,

i-I I-I

(recall (3)
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430 O.E. Cluules-Owaba et al.

Note that cij 1('1' - ki) is preferred to L'j lk, since Z is nil about MC and maintenance of

facilities starts alter the arrival period and not before the arrival time k. Hence, MC
should be distributed in the period in which the Iacility is available for maintenance,
that is, ('I' - k) where 'I' = 24.

2.2.5 Step-by-step solution ({IJI)J'(}({chfor models /-4

Having stated the models 1-4, the approach in solving them is similar, and is as detailed
below:

StCl1 I Obtain the entry parameters through the knowledge of operation periods,
maintenance periods, arrival periods, maintenance capacity, number of
machines to be mnintaincd and the total periods or maintenance. These are
designated ;IS: 0,.'; IJ;; K;; 1\; Cij;!VI; '1'; N, respectively.

StcI12 Develop the transportation tableau by

Indicating the values of tile objective function cost and positions where Y" are I.
Tile function costs arc indicated in the boxes while the values or Yi, arc stated
below the boxes.

2 Based on the values of ll, anti A,(which are stated along the vertical and
horizontal columns, respectively), allocations of Y,,,," arc made.

3 The subcost [ur ship is then computed by multiplying the values in the boxes by
the Y" values (i.c, I).

<I sum up all these eu,ts to make up thc total cost.

StC'/13 Set up tile table that indicates the ship maintenance, operations and idle
periods (mouths)

Idleness is calculated lrout the transportation tableau hy observing when the
ship ~tarts maintenance and its discontinuities. These discontinuities of periods
or maintenance ,II'(' added lip as the idle time 1'01' the ship.

2 The maintenance period is read as the B;

3 The operation period is then obtained from the subtraction of the idle and
maintenance periods from the total available periods.

4 The SUIll, mean and standard deviations of the idle and operation periods are
then obtained.

Sfi'I)" Set up the cost or the schedule either ill the inflationary or non-inflationary
period.

. .
Cost from the W/J/{,((II is obtained as the subtotal or costs indicated in step 2(c).

2 Cost or idleness is then calculated based 011 tile knowledge or the revenue losses
or ships per unit period of analysis.

:; Cost of schedule is obtniucd as the slim of cost from the IlIb/ei.1I1 and the cost of
idleness.
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1\ [acilitv maintenance .Ichedl/ling model 431

Sfe!, 5 Obtain the table of functional minimisatiou versus actual costs in the
inflationary conditions

list all the Iormulations along both the vertical and horizontal axes

2 observe that no cnuics could be obtained under formulations 2, 3 and 4
along the vertical column while considering model I along the horizontal
column.

also, no entries arc poxxihlc for ;i11 models along the vertical columns while considering
formulation 2 along the horizontal column. Again, no entry calculations are possible for
models '2 and 4 along the vertical axis while considering model 3 along the horizontal
ax is.

3 Modd application

The org.uris.uion whose data is annlysed in this work is caicgorised into rive branches:
accounts and budget, logistics, materials, operations and personnel. In order to obtain
rclrable data used ill this work, two main approaches were adopted. The first concerns
historical records collected from the accounting ami engineering units as well as the
dockyard where uctual maintenance or ships arc carried out. The second approach is the
information gathered Irom interviews with all levels or starr in the organisation. Using
the second approach, both direct and indirect questions were posed to administrative
starr, engineering employees and craftsmen. Information obtained through instructions
\Va, validated by ensuring that supporting data arc sighted, I Iowcver, some difficulties
were encountered in doing this, primarily, the reluctance or some personnel ill revealing
vital intonuatiou lor the study.

The analysis or data was carried out according to four models:

Model I: tvlC

Model 2: Me and inflation factor

Model 3: iv](' and opportunity cost

Model <I: !VIC, opportunity cost and inflation factor.

3. / Solution to model J

In setting up Iacilitics-periods, final transportation tableau [or model I, the first
requirement is to compute the cost values (see Table I), which would be rninimiscd f.or
each facility and period. These cost values are positioned in the northeast corner in the
transportation tableau. which may consist of positive numbers and the symbol, ex,

representing infeasible. The formula uti liscd is obtained from the objective function or
model I, that is, Equat ion (I). The value of y" is either I or 0, j is the period counter at
the instance where the calculation is to be made, while k, represents the urrival timc of the
Cacilities I'm maintenance. The correction factor is guided by the decision to have realistic
values. Fill' instance, certain calculations that should be placed in particular cells are not
Icusible unless time adjustment is made that would put the values in the proper place. For
the dockyard whose dala is collected and anulyscd.j' varies from I to 24, ", is the arrival
time 1'01' ilh ship.
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Table 1 Co IIIJllll:ll ion "I·period-dependent cost (II)
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The ships arrived at the dockyard between months I and 20 for maintenance. Thus, in
computing the value for cell (1, I) that is, when ship I is considered i,n period 1, the cost
value is [(i.e. [2089390/(24 - 1)](1 - I + 1) = 90, 843 = 0.09 million), that is, 0.09 unit
of cost. However, to compute the values for cell (5, 2), we have [0/(24 - 14)]
(2 - 14 + I) = 0, that is, 0 units of cost. C'j is 0 and consequently, the value of cell (5, 2)
is also 0 since the arrival time of ship 5 is 14 months and period 2 is before the arrival
time. This gives an infeasible solution since maintenance and allocations cannot be made
to a ship before its arrival at the dockyard. The next stage is to start with the iterations,
which may be several depending on the magnitude of the values concerned and the
number of periods and facilities considered. The first iteration is commenced by starting
from the first row and then identifies the highest and the smallest value's cost.
The difference between the highest and the smallest values now represents the value
to be considered for this stage of iteration along the column. It is then written in the
column created next, Bi, and listed as Ist. This same procedure is done for all the other
seven rows (i.e. for ships 2-8).

Similar procedure is carried out along the columns where the value for the
I st iteration is written next to the capacity constraint Aj' The decision on the 1st iteration
is taken based on the minimum values for either row or column in the 1st iteration. This
minimum value is then traced along the row or column and a value of I is assigned to the
cell along this row or column representing the first ship. As the assignment of 'F is
made, a reduction in the value of B, and Aj is effected. This is done concurrently.
Iteration 2 now commences with the same procedure implemented. It should be noted
that if either or both B, ancl Aj are exhausted in any allocation, the row or column is
stricken out. This makes the next iteration to exclude those stricken out rows or columns
in computation. Following these procedures, a stage is reached where all assignment of
values have been made. This is then the stage at which computations concerning the
maintenance, operations and idle periods can be made. All the assigned values of '1' are
made in cells that represent maintenance activities being performed. A comparison
between when the ship arrived at the dockyard and when it is maintained would give
information about the idle periods. Excluding this time and maintenance period from the
planned period of operation is the actual operations period utilised.

3.2 Proceduresfor the computation of overall cost o] schedule

After setting up the final transportation tableau for the facility scheduling problem, four
main stages of calculations should be embarked upon before arriving at the final result.
These are explained in the following section.

3.2. J Calculation of the total MC from the transportation tableau

Depending on the model of the problem solved (i.e. models 1-4), the heading foi· this
subsection I may be 'calculation of the total Me', 'calculation of maintenance and
opportunity cost' or 'calculation of maintenance, opportunity and inflation costs'.
The idea of this subclassification is to find out the behaviour of cost in practice.
The first case refers to a situation, which currently exists. Maintenance managers and
researchers measure maintenance scheduling cost based on the adapted model from
developed economies. which assumes an insignificant effect of inflation on the
results. This may 110t be true since in the third world countries and other developing
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economics where iull.uiou is or the order or double digits as opposed to single digits
experienced ill developed economies. When inflation is not incorporated into the model
framework, it becomes model 2. Obviously, values obtained may be different from when
1\IC alone is used Ior the computation. The question relating to these values being
sillnifieantly different from each other would be tested with the use of student's
r-tcst statistical tool, This statistical tool is useful in this situation since the normal
distribution is not the appropriate sampling distribution, ami we are estimating the
populatiou standard deviation when the sample size is 30 or less. In this case, six data
set s were used. •

Model J is obtained when only the maintenance and opportunity costs are
integrated. This case assumes that there is no inflation but there is an idle period, which
could be classified as avoidable and non-avoidable. It is this idle period that is
transformed into opportunity cost. This is based on the understanding that usually the
ship is supposed 10 be in operation all the time, according to the investor's desire.
Unfortunately, since it may break down, there is a need for maintenance to restore it to
'as-good-as-new' state. Thus, the alternative revenue forgone, becomes a penalty
on the system, when it is being maintained. When the ship is being maintained, the
equivalent cost of idleness is computed. Likewise when the ship is at the
dockyard, awaiting attention of maintenance staff, it incurs cost of idleness. Although
several reasons may be given for the ship's delay for service, these excuses are not
acceptable.

Model 4 is an integrated model of maintenance, inflation and opportunity costs. It is a
situation where the maintenance manager is aware 01' the possible period changes in the
prices or resources utilisecl to obtain the output. The accumulation of all input changes
would significantly affect the cost obtained in computation. This is the inflationary
component of the problem. In addition, the opportunity cost component of the problem is
considered in terms of avoidable and non-avoidable delays. This has. been described for
model 3. However, using model I to compute the Me, the transportation tableau should
be viewed to observe the portions where ships are maintained. These areas are indicated
by ~1Il assignment of 'I' in each 01' the cells. From the tableau for model I, the cells
concerned are cell (I, 4). cell (I, 5), cell (I, 6) and cell (I, 7) 1'01' ship I (Table 2).
The same interpretation is given 10 ships 2-8.

None of the cells where maintenance is marked out has an infeasible value (i.e. =).
Cells that have this infeasible value indicate that no allocation could be made on them.
This is s)'llOnylllOus to the 'big M' concept in simplex algorithm procedure where the
value or 'M' is too large. In this particular case, the values obtained are negative and
hence, could not be considered in the computation. For example, consider cell (2, I) that
1m, an infeasible value. II' the value of the cost unit (2) is to be computed using
Equation (I), the notal ion )'i; is I, j = I, cij = 0, k, is the arrival period of ship 2 at the
dockyard is 6 units. Thus, Z = 10/(24 - 6)J( I - 6 + I) = O. This zero value is interpreted
as infeasible in the model framework.

Computation or the cost for all ships using model I is presented as:

Model I (Me alone) (see Table 2) (N million).

Ship I: 0.50; Ship 2: 0.25; Ship 3: 0.21; Ship 4: 0.44; Ship 5: 0.41; Ship 6: 0.16;
Ship 7: 0.08 and Ship 8: 0.13. This gives a total of N2.18 million.'
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Table 2 Finaltr'lIlsporl'lIion tableau matrix (Set I) - model I (N million)
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Table 2 Fill:i1 lrallSp!lrlaliolllllblclI/I matrix (Set I) - model I (N million) (continued)
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3.2.2 Settius; lip II/e .\//lIIIIW/)' table [or ship uutintenance, operation
and idle periods

III setting up Table 3, three critical issues arc of major concern to the analyst The first
relates to the compuuu ion or idle periods. This is observed from the table. Once a ship
is at the dockyard. the idle period starts counting. Concern is shown for those periods
where the ship is not maintained, but unattended to. This is monitored until the ship is
released from maintenance.

Tahle 3 Model I: Ship maintcnnucc, operation, and idle periods (months)

TOt,ll
Mean

trltcness Maintenance Operation period

(2) (3) (4) = 24 - [(2) + (3))

3 4 17
0 4 20

2 5 17
2 3 19
() 2 13
4 2 18
0 2 22

0 2 22
20 24 148

18.5

Ship

(t)

I

2

4

5

6

7

8

The second critical issue of concern relates to the maintenance period. This is observed
Iron: the transport.uiou tableau, It is the sum of all cells where' I' is assigned to.
The third critical issue relates to the computation or operations period. Granted that
the total planned period lor the shipping firm is 24 mouths, the operations period is the
difference between till' planned period and the sum or idle periods and maintenance
period. In summary. the computation is as stated below. From the table, the total
operations period 1'01' all the ships is 148 months whi Ie its mean is 18.5 months.
The information gathered so far are useful inputs in calculating the total cost or schedule,
as displayed in the next section.

3.2.3 Conunutuion (if tltc tota! cost ofschedule

The total cost or schedule has provisions for cost (rom the tableau, cost of idleness
and cost or schedule. The computation of cost of idleness has two aspects: avoidable cost
of idleness and unavoidable cost of idleness. For the model I considered, cost from
1(/h/e({11 ranges 1'1'0111 O.OX to 0.5 units. A voidable cost of idleness is 0 fur ships 2, 7 and 8
since no idle period is observed for any of these ships while it ranges from 0.028
to 0.54 Ior other ships based all their idle periods. However, the unavoidable
cost of idleness, which may be due to maintenance, ranges from N 0.032 to
N (l.08S million. This is dependent 011 the tonnage of the ship, which ranges from 800 to
20()O tonncs (Table 4).
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Tahle 4 Ship's description and preventive maintenance data

Ship Mo». Si~1' Max. passengers Type of TOllllage Arrival (k,)
Funning 1;111(' 1/1/owed 011 boa I'd operation period
(months] (110. o/'/Ilfo/lle) (months)

80 l.argc 70 Oil carrier 1500 01

2 75 1,;lrge 70 Cargo 1800 06
trunsport

] 40 Medium 25 Cargo 800 06
transport

4 77 Large 70 Cargo 1700 20
transport

5 57 Large 70 Oil carrier 1900 14
(j 55 l.nrgc 70 Oil carrier 1650 10

7 70 Large 65 Cargo 2000 09
transport

8 70 l.argc 70 Cargo 1600 04
transport

I-rom the section or the table that describes the tonnage or each ship, calculations' are
111<1c1e on the cost or idleness as follows.

3.3 Detcnniuation ofdepreciation cost uf ships

In the calculation or the opportunity cost for idle ships or those in maintenance, the
comparative analysis or the economic loss of revenue by not operating the ship and
the depreciation cost or ship is considered. The lower of the two values is adopted in the
computation of opportunity cost.

Thus, in this section, the depreciation costs or ships are calculated. These will be
used as input values lor the computation of opportunity cost utilised for the cost of
schedule as shown ill the section that follows. From Table 5, the breakdown of
depreciation cost is shown.

Tahle 5 Breakdown or depreciation costs

Shi/I Toni wg I' /' ($) N (vears) S (years) / kJil'ecill tion cost Depreciation
(J>-S)IN ($) cost (N)

I 15()0 ,IX3 I 35 0 138.03 17,943.71

2 1800 :'1797 50 0 115.94 15:072.20

3 800 2576 20 0 128.~O 16,744.00

4 1700 5-175 50 0 109.50 14,235.00

5 190() 6119 SO 0 122.38 15.909.40

6 1650 SJI4 35 0 151.83 19,737.71

7 2000 6141 50 0 128.82 16,746.60

8 1600 51:'13 35 0 147.23 19,139.71

Note: $1 = N 13ll. Sen ice life lor: 1700-2000 tonnage = 50 years;
15(lO-1 (,l)\) Itllln.lge = 35 years, Below 150() tonnage = 2() years,
" '" invcsuucnt cost: N = service lire; S = salvage value,
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For all the eight ships (ships 1-8), tonnages, investment cost of ship (P), service life (N),
salvage value (5) and the depreciation cost (in dollars and Naira values) .are shown.
For instance, ship 1 which has a tonnage of 1500 with investment cost of $4831 is
expected to have a service life of 35 years and a salvage value of zero. Using ..the
straight-line depreciation method which is used in practice for asset valuation, a
depreciation cost of $138.03 is obtained. This is equivalent to N 17,943.71 at an
exchange rate of $1 == N 130. Thus, the result obtained for ships 1-8 ranges from
N 14,235 to N 16,744. These values are used as the opportunity costs in the computation
of the total preventive MC as given in Table 5.

3.3.1 Computation of opportunity cost (d) utilised for
the cost of schedule

In order to compute the opportunity cost used for analysis in this work, two approaches
were adopted and a reasonable minimum value of the choices was adopted in the
computation of the total preventive MC utilised in the study. The first approach
considered the price charged for commercial activities for the various tonnages of ships.
The second approach is the us of depreciation value or the particulur ship of interest.
These two approaches aim at obtaining the market values of the services rendered by the
ship per period. From investigation and proper analysis, it was observed that
N2.5 million is charged for two weeks for an oil carrier vessel. This is a possible
opportunity cost. An alternative is to consider the depreciation cost, which is the
minimum cost incurred as the opportunity cost. Depreciation cost of ships varies
according to tonnage. .

Thus, the cost of schedule is as given in Table 6.

TIlulc6 Model I - computation or cost of schedule (Naira) (non-inflationary condition)
(Nilliliioll)

Ship /11CUi'om Cost of idleness Cost of schedule
tableau) Avoidable Unavoidable (maillfell(lI1ce)

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) = (2) + (3) + (4)

I 0.50 3 x 0.018 = 0.054 4 x 0.018 = 0.072 1.112

2 0.25 Ox 0.015 = 0 4 x 0.015 = 0.06 0.310

3 0.21 2 x 0.017 = 0.034 5 x 0.017 = 0.085 0.329

4 0.44 2 x 0.014 = 0.028 3 x 0.014 = 0.042 0.510

5 0.41 9 x 0.016 = 0.144 2 x 0.016 = 0.032 0.586

6 0.16 4 x 0.020 = 0.08 2 x 0.020 = 0.04 0.280
7 0.08 Ox 0.017 = 0 2 x 0.017 = 0.034 0.114

8 0.13 Ox 0.019 = 0 2 x 0.019 = O.OJR 0.168
Total 3.409

Thus, overall, the computation is us shown below for model I. The total cost for all the
8 ships is N 3.409 million. The cost we have obtained here so far is the cost due to
model I of the problem. This is referred to as MC under non-inflationary condition.
Computation is made using the same procedure but with the inflation cost of model 2
utilised (Table 7). The transportation tableau obtained for this model 2 is then used to
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interpret the result of model 1. The result obtained from this interpretation is called MC
in an inflationary condition. This is carried out as follows. Firstly, the table for the
transportation tableau of model 2 is considered without assigned values of maintenance.

Table 7 Functional minimisation versus actual costs in inflationary and non-inflationary'
conditions (N million) (data set I)

Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(non-iujlationarv) (inflationary) (non-injlationary) (iriflationary )

Modell 3.41 3.53 15.79 16.61

Mode12 x 3.22 x 16.11

Model 3 x x 15.44 16.15

Model 4 x x x 16.15

For an extensive investigation into the maintenance scheduling practice, it is necessary to
consider a wide range of data such that reliable conclusions are made on the data pattern.
Statistical tools such as student r-test may not be feasible by considering only one set of
data. In this regard, samples from the population of data are essential for analysis.
As stated earlier, the final transportation tableau should consist of unit cost parameters,
maintenance capacity 13; and docked capacity, Aj' among others.

Since it is difficult to collect real life data when all these parameters are changed, it is
necessary to simulate data that will reflect these instances. Clearly, it is difficultand
expensive to increase the dockyard capacity. As such, parametric changes are made in
the system relating to manpower, since manpower changes may occur with little or
no difficulty. Thus, only the manpower maintenance period is simulated while other
factors remain constant. For example, for the first data set, the maintenance capacity for
ships 1-8 is 4, 4,5.3,2,2,2 and 2, respectively. The same interpretation is given to data
sets 2-6.

Based on these simulated data (data sets 2-6), the procedure for the computation of
the cost of schedule is adopted for all data sets generated and for all problem models.
In other words, computation of values that form the final transportation tableau is made
possible when the assigned positions for maintenance are considered. After assigning
maintenance periods to appropriate cells, the idle time generated is studied with the total
operation hours for the month calculated. It is this idle time that forms an important
component of the cost in this work. Thus, the total cost for all the models are computed
using algebraic sum. For student t statistic test, data generated for model 1 alone in terms
of cost of schedule are extracted per data base number (i.e. model I data for data sets
1-6). This is compared with values obtained from other models. Then, r-test is carried
out to determine the significance of the differences in the values obtained.

3.4 The concept of true cost infunctional analysis

True cost is determined based on the inclusion or non-inclusion of a particular function
in the functional minimisation exercise. If a function is not included, it is obvious that no
analysis is carried out on it to minimise cost relative to it. Take model 1 (data set 1),
along the horizontal axis, which involves an expression to minirnise the Me: The result
indicated as N3.41 million is the true cost for that situation since the only expression
considered is minimiscd, Now, consider model 3 along the horizontal axis. Here, the

t··
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functions involving maintenance and opportunity cost are rninimised. Thus, it reflects a
situation where the maintenance crew do not bother on the ship that has the highest
opportunity cost, hence incur high cost. In the real sense, when opportunity cost is
incorporated into the function and minirnised, the true cost of N15.79 million is obtained
(data set I). It should he noted that this is truly better th,1I1 what is obtained when only
MC is considered. Now consider formulation 4 along the horizontal axis. This function
rninimises maintenance, opportunity cost and inflation cost. However, if we consider the
intercept of model I with model If along the vertical column, a value of N 16.61 million is
obtained if opportunity and inflation costs are to be incorporated into the Me.

3.5 lnflotion atul non-inflationary environments

The functions developed in the work were carried out under both inflationary and
non-inflationary environments. It is observed that sonic of these functions could be
analysed under either one or both environments. Inflation refers to a change in the price
or a service without a corresponding change in its value and quality. It is observed that
the various resources utiliscd in the system in which its maintenance activities are to be
scheduled could he ana lysed under inflationary and non-inflationary environments.
Consider the first function, Me. This function could be analysed under the
non-inflationary period only since the functional development did not incorporate
inflation. The second tuncticn, maintenance and inflation could be categorised under
inflationary environment. This is because of the inflationary factor that it contains.
The third factor, maintenance and opportunity cost could be classified under
non-inflationary periods. The reason advanced for this is that no element of inflation
is contained in the formulation. The fourth function formulated, maintenance,
opportunity cost and inflation, could either be considered in non-inflationary period or
inflationary period.

3.6 Statistical test and analysis of the models

Scientific research allover the world is usually tested statistically in order to explore the
characteristics or the data utilised in model frameworks. Consequently, the data collected
from the shil'ping organisation, which is presented here, is statistically tested using
student's /-tcst stat isticnl tool. The focus of the test is to find out the relationship between
pairs of models fur all the four models considered. for example, for the six data sets
utilised in the current work, it lIIay be interesting to rind out the statistical significance
between models I (MC alone) and 2 (maintenance ami inflation costs). 'If significant
differences exist, it then implies that variations in results are large enough not to be
neglected, Although if the differences arc 110t significant, it docs not infer that one
method is not better than the other, l Iowcvcr, it may be that enough data have not been
collected or i111error ilia), exist in the data collection. .

In comparing results, attention is focused 011 comparing pairs or models 1-4.
III analysing these models and comparing them in order to make conclusions, f-test was
employed since only 11sample 01" the population is studied. In this case, only six data sets
(sample size) are studied out of over 120 months of data which represent the data of the
organisa: ion for over a decade. Since manual analysis of the data using r-test would be
compuraiionally challenging. Microsoft Excel software package was used in the analysis.
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The data analysis I)art or tile software, with main focus 011 r-rcst: paired two samples for
means, was used with tile appropriate result displayed ill Table S (see model 1 analysis).

Tahle 8

1)(1111 set

'J'-tc~t results between models I and 2 (while model I is horizontal)

I

2

:\
4

5

Mode! I (I) Model 2 (2)

:\.,(1 3Sl

4.14 4.73

'1.1·1 'U3

4.09 4.27

445 4.63

l.49 3.62(,

% changes Statistical descriptions
[(I) - (2)}I(I) Modell Model 2

-3.52 Mean l.95 4.19

-14.25 Variance 0.17 0.25

-4.59 Obscrv.uions 6 6

-4.4D Correlation D.94

-4.04 Ilypo. mean a
-3.72 dC 5

I-Stat -3.19

I' ('J'< +/) . 0.0121
one t:lil

ICritical 2.02
OIlC tail

peT < +/) 0.0243
two tail

ICritical 2.57
two tail

Decision Accept null
hypothesis

J6.1 Statistica! analysisjor models 1 Gild 2
By considering Table X that contains all the information needed, explanations are given
on how these values arc obtained. The first column contains labels for all the six data sets
used in the study, that is, data sets 1-6. The value obtained from the cost of schedule of
model I is recorded ill front of' data set I. Five other scenarios are obtained from the
simulated cost unit factors or l\IC alone. These five results obtained from the cost of
schedule of these cost inputs arc inserted in the appropriate columns of the table.
Tile values to be IVrittl'll under data set I or model 2 arc those obtained when the solutlon
of model I is interpreted from tile values obtained in computing model 2. Notice that at
lhi, stage, there is no need to compute the optimal schedule lor model 2: only the values
or the cost units arc used. Given that five other values from five data sets have been
ohuiined, the two COIUIIIIlS(2nd and ::Ird) are then compared.

By taking model I as a reference point (base period), tlte magnitude of the increase or
decrease or model 1. over model I is then recorded in the third column. This gives values
ranging from -1<1.257, to -::1.52% for the six data sets. 1\11 the values of cost or schedule
Ior model I arc averaged, with results recorded ndjaccnt to the column for mean.
The S,1I1I('mean vulucs lor model 2 arc computed anti recorded on the rent column
adjacent to the cell where 'mean' is inscribed. The variance between the two models is
then calculated, with results stated adjacent the cell containing 'variance'. The number o!'
observations is (i since (j data sets are concerned.
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Correlation bet ween these data sets is obtained as 0.94. The hypothesi sed mean is O.
This means that the hypothesis states that there are no differences between the means of
the two models. The degree of freedom is 5. This relates to the number of data sets
collected and analysccl. and not the number of ships. Thus, for the same number of ships,
the degree of freedom may increase to y, if 10 sets of data were used. The t stat gives the
reference value against which judgements me made. I I' we consider a one-tailed analysis,
I' (T < +1) one tail gives 0.0121. When compared with I critical one tail value of 2.02, the
decision is rejected. Also, for a two-tailed / statistical test, / stat is still used as a
reference. Here 1'('1' < +/) two tail is 0.0243. Compared to / critical two tail value or
2.'57, the decision still remains as: accept. Using the procedure in computing values given
in Table X for comparative analysis of other pairs of models, it was found out that the
decision made for all these pairwise comparisons is to accept the null hypothesis.

An important part of the analysis was to determine if model I underestimates the true
ship Me when compared with the other three models, and if so, whether this
underestimation was significant. For the original data, the ship MC 'was N3.4 million,
which was underestimated by 3.5% when compared with model 2, underestimated by
36.1.1% when compared to model 3, and underestimated by 387.1 % when compared with
model 4. For the simulated scenarios, the mean ship MC was N4.1 million, and was
underestimated by G.2f/(J when compared with model 2, underestimated by 344.2% when
compared with model 3, and underestimated by 361.2% when compared with model 4.
For all the samples, the costs of the model I were significantly (p s 0.05) different from
that of models 2-4.

4 Conclusion

The increasingly liigh customer demand Ior improved product and service quality in
recent times has brought about the utilisation of high technology system to provide such
products and services that meet and exceed the expectation or the customers. However,
these facilities must be properly operated and maintained in order to recoup the high
financial invcsuucnt on them, For example, fleets or ship vessels, vehicles, aircrafts,
heavy machine tools and heavy earth-moving equipment (c.g, caterpillars, cranes, etc.)
require high cost or investments in purchase, operations and maintenance. The high
investment cost, which may have been borrowed from the bank at an interest value that
increases over time, must be cautiously expanded so as to recoup it within minimum
time, while making profit 1'01' the organisation. In addition, modern manufacturing and
service systems is becoming complex with multiple facilities to be managed in multiple
periods hy using limited maintenance resources under limited capacity of the plant.

Unloruuuucly, this challenge or coping with costs is compounded with inflation that
causes periodic changes in the price of resources without changes in their values. Again,
the seemingly difficult workforce requires close scrutiny in order to contribute their skills
optimally to the improvement or the profit-making goal of the organisation. Thus, the
maintenance workforce may be carefree in delaying facilities for maintenance due to
unacceptable excuses such as lack of materials, insufficient labour availability or waiting
Ior instructions from the higher authorities. Consequently, there is need fora scientific
model that would incorporate costs, delays and inflation. This model has been'formulated
and solved ill the current work. In particular, delay is viewed 1'1'0111 the point of loss in
revenue hy the org;\Ili,;lIioll, und christened opportunity cost, Primarily, four models or
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the problem were Ionuulutcd and solved and the results compared with one another for
decision making. Basically, in order to reduce costs and delays, decisions for scheduling
preventive maintenance For fleet or Iacilities should be based on MC and opportunity
cost in both inflationary and non-inflationary conditions.

The possible extensions of the current work are many-sided (Oke, 2004;
Oke and Charles-Owuba, 2005a-c, 2007). Each of these aspects has the potential of
becoming an important area on its own. These promising extensions are:

Sensitivity analysis and statistical tests

2 Possibility ojprodnction or maintenance interruption: a limitation of the model
is that there is no guarantee that each maintenance activity is performed without
interrupt iOI'.

This is an imporuuu aspect that can be integrated into the existing framework in a
future work.
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